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Abstract
Clash with the Chinese “volunteers” during the Korean War culminated in “one of the most terrific disasters” for the Truman administration, observed Secretary of State Dean Acheson. This article argues that this debilitating clash could have been averted if Acheson, who played a dominant role during the entire decision-making process up to the moment of the military fiasco, wanted to foil it. Instead, he wanted the clash and even the setback to serve his “sinister purpose”: breaking Truman’s resistance to increasing military expenditures to a level commensurate with the NSC68 that would enable the U.S. to wage the Cold War from a “position of strength” against the Soviet Union. He egged MacArthur to launch the fatal “offensive,” obstructed efforts to head off the clash, had no illusion that MacArthur would deliver a major victory, and anticipated a protracted war and the danger of the entrapment of the U.S. forces in Korea. Writings on Acheson’s failure to avert the clash attribute it to his “default” rather than design, while this article argues the opposite.
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The scenario of Chinese military intervention to rescue North Korea had been contemplated even before the UN forces crossed the 38th parallel. Although MacArthur was authorized to continue with his military plan as long as there was, in his judgment, “a reasonable chance of successful resistance,” a war with China must be avoided under any circumstances because Chinese intervention in North Korea would be “a probable signal” of the readiness of the Soviet Union for a global war. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Omar Bradley had told his British counterpart unequivocally that the JCS “all agree that if the
Chinese come into [North] Korea, we get out.”¹

Ambushing the UN forces by the Chinese “volunteers” on October 25, 1950 and their disappearance into mountains on November 7 provided clear evidence of Chinese military intervention in North Korea, albeit not of its precise magnitude. MacArthur pushed ahead with his counteroffensive on November 24 that he believed would clear out both North Korean and Chinese forces “in ten days.” Yet unrelenting attacks by the Chinese troops dealt MacArthur a debilitating defeat, threatening to entrap all the UN forces and forcing him to “pass from the offensive to the defensive.”²

Acheson characterized the military setback as “one of the most terrific disasters that has occurred to American foreign policy, and certainly...the greatest disaster which occurred to the Truman administration.” Moreover, “it did more to destroy and undermine American foreign policy than anything that I know about—the whole communists in Government business, the whole corruption outcry, was really just window-dressing put upon this great disaster.”³

During the lull between November 7 and 24, Chinese military intervention weighed heavily on the minds of all the key decision makers, including the JCS and Acheson. Yet although intelligence reports of Chinese military intervention abounded, no brake was put on McArthur before his headlong rush into a military debacle. Summing up the failure of Truman’s key advisors—including himself—to advise him to halt the advance of the UN troops and to avert the military clash, Acheson stated that “We had the clearest idea among ourselves of the utter madness and folly of what MacArthur was doing up north...Yet we sat around like paralyzed rabbits while MacArthur carried out this nightmare.”⁴ According to him, McArthur could have been reigned in and the military disaster foiled if the JCS had advised Truman to order him to withdraw troops to the Pyongyang –Wonsan line. He concluded that the “disaster would probably have been averted although that would also mean a fight with MacArthur.”⁵

What accounts for the absence of efforts to avert a major military clash with China and to foil a humiliating defeat remains an intriguing question. Much blame has been heaped upon MacArthur and the JCS. Acheson attributed it to “one man’s desire to do what he felt was the right thing to do” and the “almost complete impotence of the Government of the United States” to reign in MacArthur in time.⁶ He acquitted himself by arguing that as an amateur he could not recommend
a military action to Truman that the JCS would not.  

What role did Acheson play during the decision-making process that culminated in “one of the most terrific disasters,” and what responsibility should he bear? The dominant role that Acheson played and his influence over the decision-making process are well recognized by scholars and officials in the administration. Truman’s unreserved trust in Acheson’s judgment and advices gave the latter “the certainty that he could go on his course and follow what he thought to be right.” As a result, any disputes Acheson had with other cabinet officials were “invariably” resolved in his favor. Moreover, he believed that his status as the secretary of state entitled him to be the “principal, unifying, and final source of recommendation” to the President. Special Counsel to the President Clark Clifford noted that Acheson was not just “present at the creation” but was “the most important of an imposing collection of creators.” He also made the following observation about Acheson: “If he could have structured Washington to his own specifications, I think Acheson might have half-seriously considered eliminating from any serious involvement in policy everyone except himself and the President, and perhaps Marshall.” Secretary of Air Force Stuart Symington quipped that Marshall had Truman’s heart and Acheson his mind. Charles E. Bohlen, the Soviet expert and the State Department Counselor, noticed that even Truman’s close advisors relied upon Acheson for advice and concluded that “The Secretary of State came up with many of the ideas; the President, and the President alone, made the decisions.”

Confident of his ability to win the bureaucratic battle in the formulation of national security policies, Acheson held the presidential staff, the Defense Department, and the JCS in contempt. Acheson expressed his worry about the “poor caliber” of presidential staff. In his view, the Defense Department was unable to present to President Truman well-thought-out policy options because of the inability of civilians to control the military, the insubordination of armed services encouraged by Congress, and insufficient staff whose loyalty was still wedded to the services from which they were drawn. Consequently, Truman “always” solved any disputes he had with the Defense Secretary in his favor simply because “the other view was so silly.” The JCS “do not know what they think until they hear what they say,” scoffed Acheson. Just as Clark Clifford stated, Acheson believed that a more coherent and judicious national security policy could be developed from his frequent private meetings with Truman rather than from “the
multiplication of staff and what is called ‘coordination.’” During the meetings, they could “see events and choice each from the other’s point of view.”

Given the dominant role he played during the Korean War decision-making process up to the moment of the military setback, his failure to advise Truman to order MacArthur to halt the advance of the UN troops remains a puzzle. Studies of Acheson’s failure to avert the clash with the Chinese troops point to his psychological propensities, his mistaken beliefs about China’s subservience to the Soviet Union, his inability to empathize with China’s national security concerns, his relations particularly with George Marshall, his vulnerability to scathing criticism by Congress and political pressures, his observation of bureaucratic norms that prohibited him as a civilian from meddling in military affairs, and his underestimation of MacArthur’s willfulness in flouting military order as the causes.

For instance, he was “on the horn of dilemma,” having to make a difficult choice between two unpleasant alternatives: military clash with China and domestic political backlash. Already criticized for his Far Eastern policy, Acheson would face more serious accusations of appeasing China if he attempted to stop MacArthur. His response to such a dilemma was “defensive avoidance,” which triggered a tendency to “retreat into wishful thinking.” Consequently, he “failed to express any misgivings about the military situation.” Another author notes his agreement with “the prevailing confidence” that MacArthur could still accomplish his mission and “deliver…a huge Cold War conquest” and that the proposed buffer zone would foil China’s military intervention. Acheson’s optimistic view is therefore attributed to “a general disposition in individuals to exaggerate features of one’s environment and to overrate the probability of desirable events.”

Besides wishful thinking, “cognitive dissonance” was reflected in his seemingly contradictory images of a China that was imbued with nationalistic fervor yet subservient to the Soviet Union. Chinese nationalism made him unable to understand why the Chinese were less worried about the Soviets than American imperialism and to empathize with China’s security concern about the advance of the UN troops to the border. China’s role as the Soviet puppet led him to dismiss Chinese intervention as impossible because “He pored over intelligence reports for signs that Moscow would push China into the war and found none.”

His inability to empathize with China’s security concern is also
attributed to “his inability to transcend that Sino-American gulf,” “his almost total incomprehension of Communist China’s frame of reference,” “the pervasive American tendency, shared by Acheson and his critics alike, to believe that somehow the canons of international politics are suspended when it comes to China,” his arrogance and ethnocentrism, and his fixation with Europe and German rearmament. Consequently, the clash with China resulted from his “negligence bordering on criminal folly rather than hostility.”

Acheson is also faulted for his belief in Truman’s ability to control MacArthur and prevent his insubordination, a belief that is tantamount to “an act of unbelievable innocence.” But the cause of his naïveté was rooted in his being “rational.” “Being rational men,” both Truman and Acheson could not possibly conceive that MacArthur would “…imperiously transgress the cannons of ordinary military prudence.” Moreover, “They were in no state of mind to examine critically the mentality or the personality of the general whom they were entrusting the final delicate military phase of the operation.”

Mutual respect between Acheson and Defense Secretary George Marshall and Acheson’s admiration of Marshall also contributed to the default of actions to foil the clash with the Chinese. The “sainted Marshall” and the “architect of victory” in World War II held Acheson in awe, not a situation “…conducive to challenging the assumptions and decisions of the military.” “So taken was Acheson with [George] Marshall, so transfixed by his essential goodness and honor, that Acheson could not see that his former mentor was not up to the challenge of taming MacArthur.” Acheson himself wondered about Marshall’s “curious quiescence,” and his “hands-off approach” toward MacArthur, which “never seemed very sensible to me, especially when MacArthur was violating military discipline and bullying his superiors.” Marshall, however, adopted a “civilian attitude” and followed the tradition established by Lincoln not to interfere with a commander of forces. A counterfactual point is also made that Acheson might have been more assertive if Louis Johnson still were defense secretary. A dissenting view argues that it was Marshall’s deference to his civilian successor Acheson that prompted him to remain silent because military policy must be subordinate to political considerations that fell under the jurisdiction of the State Department. Whether Marshall was in deference to Acheson or Acheson in awe of Marshall, no action was undertaken as a result of the “failure of government among friends.”
Some historians acquit Acheson’s acquiescence in MacArthur’s march into the Chinese trap on the ground that the decision to halt the advance of the UN forces was “military” in nature and must be issued by the military, not by a civilian like Acheson. For that reason, he followed the military in their decisions ranging from the expansion of the war beyond the 38th parallel to the march toward the border river Yalu. Further hamstringing Acheson were the Democrats’ loss of an off-year election for which he was held responsible and Republicans’ intensifying criticism of him that created “such circumstances” that “not even a man with Acheson’s backbone could relish an open confrontation with the “the sorcerer of Inchon.”

**Hypothesis**

The brief review of literature on Acheson’s failure to advise Truman to avert the clash with the Chinese points to default rather than design as its cause. This article argues that driven by a mistaken belief about the imminent and grave Soviet security threat, a world view based on the conviction of the unpredictability of world affairs that enhanced the likelihood of misjudgment and that rendered its consequences dire, and a profound fear of the jeopardy of the security and even the survival of not only the U.S. but also the West unless the U.S. rearmed substantially and swiftly, Acheson pushed for a localized clash with China after U.S. military intervention since the outbreak of the war had failed to break Truman’s resistance to full-scale rearmament. For him, the military clash and the subsequent setback, however costly and humiliating, were the last opportunity and only means to fulfill his hidden purpose: galvanizing Truman to abandon his efforts to limit increase in military spending in spite of growing Soviet threat and to accept the NSC68’s recommendation to restore the U.S. ‘position of strength’ vis-à-vis the Soviet Union through rearmament at full speed. The little influence he wielded over the defense budget as a result of Truman’s tight control over the budgetary process, in spite of their cordial relationship and Truman’s trust in his judgment about national security, and the little support he could gain even from the military left him no choice but to accept the risky course. Finally, Acheson did so without the illusion, as some historians claim, that MacArthur would deliver a smashing victory in the Cold War for the administration.
In his book, the *Korean War*, Acheson provided a hint at his hidden purpose. Explaining the cause of the clash with the Chinese, Acheson lamented that “the omens were read to call not for restraint but its opposite, and war [with China] resulted.” After quoting former Secretary of State Elihu Root’s attribution of wars between autocracies and oligarchies to “sinister purpose” and wars between democracies to mistaken beliefs, he asked, “Would his formula lead us to conclude, however, that the danger of war between the Soviet oligarchy and the American democracy lies in both sinister purpose and mistaken beliefs?” He answered, “There is a good deal of evidence to support that view.”

That Acheson made the observation in the context of the Korean War reflects his realization of his “mistaken beliefs” about the Soviet Union’s role in the war and its goals. Was the “sinister purpose” that would lead to war between the Soviet Union and the U.S. simply the Soviet plan for world conquest or the massive military buildup of the U.S. that would appear “sinister” to the Soviet Union?

In addition, his note to the State Department on August 30 that expressed his “informal view” of the Soviet role in the Korean War reveals not only his deep concern about the growing Soviet threat and inadequate defense spending to meet it but also a nexus between the unfolding of the war and Acheson’s “plot” to increase military budget to a level that in his view would be “adequate.” As he wrote in the note, “The profound lesson of Korea” was that “the USSR took a step which risked—however remotely—general war,” even if it understood that the U.S. might respond. The Korean War was menacing and ominous because as he said, “No other action has done this—not even the Berlin Blockade,” and “There was no suggestion of a overt act anywhere.” He asked, “How the Administration has responded to this all important *new fact*?” Referring to Churchill’s speech delivered on July 27 that compared the military weakness of the West to the Soviet military strength, he wrote in elliptical and incomplete sentences, “The basic relationships of military power…,” “no need for panic, but many steps needed…,” “Among these a vast step up of …” He ended the last sentence without spelling out what “vast step-up” would be needed to cope with the “new fact.”

Successful amphibious landing in Inchon and the headlong retreat of the fleeing North Korean troops rendered Truman optimistic about the prospect of the imminent end of the war and encouraged him to limit the increase in military spending. Acheson then pushed for the expansion of
war beyond the 38th parallel, a move that, in his view, entailed “great peril” and “deadly dangers.” On the day when the UN forces were crossing the parallel, he warned in a speech to the Freedom House, “Here, in all somber truth, is a situation where the consequences of error may be death.” He saw the advance beyond the 38th parallel as creating a situation so dangerous that even a war with the Soviet Union might become imminent, leaving free nations with not enough time to build up military capability. Arguably the repulsion of the North Korean troops from South Korea and the restoration of the status quo already accomplished the UN mandate and the initial war aim of the U.S. Why did he want to run such a grave risk and what useful purpose did it serve?

This article concurs with the “conspiracy” thesis that the U.S. fought the Korean War mainly for the purpose of mobilizing domestic support for rearmament as was envisioned in the NSC68. Bruce Cumings focuses on Acheson as the moving force behind the conspiracy to maneuver the Soviet-backed North Korea into firing the first shot and therefore falling into his trap and argues that the military intervention paved the ground for rearmament in order to “roll back” the Soviet influence. Benjamin O. Fordham concludes that Truman was committed to the rearmament programs in agreement with the NSC68 even before the outbreak of the Korean War, jettisoned prior policy proposals not to intervene, and committed the U.S. troops for the purpose of overcoming opposition especially in Congress to such a buildup necessary to cope with the Soviet threat. He also recognizes the crucial role Acheson played in nudging a wavering Truman to firm up his decision to intervene.

Richard C. Thornton asserts that Truman wanted a stalemate or a protracted conflict with China because it would “provide the lengthy political stimulus for the rearmament,” which in turn would enable the U.S. to regain “the position of hegemony.”

Both Cumings and Fordham assume that military intervention itself provided clear evidence that Truman had embraced the budgetary ramifications of the NSC68. They fail to note his efforts to limit the increase of military spending before successful landing in Inchon and the loss of momentum for military buildup after that point. Truman limited the first supplemental budgetary request to $12 billion because he still did not want to “put more money than necessary at this time in the hands of the Military.” He turned optimistic about the war after the amphibious landing, exclaiming that “I think we are over the hump, as far as Korea is concerned, and if the Russians do not decide to come in
and make it a total effort that situation ought to be cleaned up before many months.” Acheson was apprehensive that the euphoric mood would soon motivate Truman to limit military spending again. Truman’s plan to propose disarmament and the control of atomic energy in his UN speech after meeting with MacArthur in Wake Island confirmed Acheson’s suspicion, prompting him to reject it on the ground that the proposal would “confuse everybody in connection with necessary steps which had to be taken to increase our military forces.”

Truman nevertheless stalled on submitting the second supplementary request until mid-November even though the three secretaries of Army, Navy, and Air Force urged him to do so in August. Moreover, the development of “the most important consensus” over the need to implement “the long-pending recommendations of the April NSC paper” and to rearm “on a fairly grand scale” occurred after the humiliating military setback occurred. Bradley pointed out that it was “from this day forward, the momentum for general rearmament gathered steam” and that the JCS actively pushed for “ever greater force levels.” So it was the military setback in late November, not the military intervention in June, which finally broke Truman’s resistance to a full-scale rearmament that Acheson had pushed for.

Although my article concurs with Thornton’s view that the clash with the Chinese was used to mobilize support for massive rearmament, it argues that the push for the clash came from Acheson, not Truman. Truman actually expected an imminent end of the war after meeting with MacArthur in Wake Island. He waxed euphoric, proclaiming the advent of world peace in his speech delivered in San Francisco on October 15.

“The power of the Korean communists to resist effectively will soon come to an end,” declared Truman. He went on to state, “…I want to see world peace from Wake Island west all the way around and back again. I want to see world peace from Wake Island all the way east and back again—and we are going to get it.” His expectation of an imminent victory in Korea led him to instruct MacArthur to release one division of troops for redeployment to Western Europe. His optimism also prompted a premature decision to reduce the production of ammunition by one fourth and to divert six shiploads of artillery shells to Hawaii. The view that Truman wanted a localized yet protracted military conflict with China is, therefore, not tenable.

To prove the hypothesis, this article will explain the underlying cause of Acheson’s profound fear of inadequate defense spending,
demonstrate sharp difference between Acheson and Truman over defense spending and the former’s frustration with his failed efforts to influence defense budget. It will establish the nexus between the military setback and Acheson’s “sinister purpose” by debunking his nonchalance toward the Chinese warning of military intervention, highlighting his efforts to block proposals to foil a military clash with the Chinese and his role in egging MacArthur on to launch the fatal offensive, even though he was pessimistic about its outcome, and finally illustrating his aggressive exploitation of the debacle to push for rapid and full rearmament.

Acheson’s Operational Code

Central to an understanding of Acheson’s profound anxiety over insufficient defense spending and his motive for running the risk of a military conflict with China is his “operational code,” which is derived from his understanding of the essence of world affairs and human ability to shape events. According to him, the grasp of world affairs with precision is beyond human capacity because of the limits of human intelligence, the subjectivity of “facts” whose meanings depend upon interpretations, “molecular changes” in the “vast external world” that brought about profound changes that often went undetected and the unpredictability of the future. He defined truth as “the system of my limitations” and professed not to be “sure of most of it [what I know].” His experience as the secretary of state led him to characterize foreign policy as “an art and not a science” because his own interpretations of “facts” changed in tandem with the availability of data and because “Almost every report was contradicted or modified by another report.”

The outbreak of World War II that caught “men as highly placed in Austria, in Czecho-Slovakia, in Scandinavia, in Belgium and Holland, in England and France” unprepared for it confirmed for him the unpredictability of world affairs. Consequently he concluded, “Only one thing….can reasonably be anticipated”—the unexpected.

For him, misjudgment of world affairs was a distinct possibility and, more importantly, could have fatal consequences, a conviction instilled in him by his mentor Supreme Court Justice Oliver Holmes, who warned that “The judgment of nature upon error is death.” Compounding his fear of the dire consequences of misjudgment was the intractability of world affairs as he questioned the assumption about the controllability of events, from which “a right policy or a right action” could be derived. To hedge against misjudgment about the intractable and unpredictable
world, Acheson proposed to make the U.S. “so strong that we shall not be caught defenseless or dangerously exposed in any even possible eventuality.” Therefore, the survival of the U.S. required not merely a balance of power but military superiority over the Soviet Union. To achieve this goal, he followed Holmes’s advice:

If you want to hit a bird on the wing, you must have all your will in a focus. You must not be thinking about yourself, and, equally, you must not be thinking about your neighbor; you must be living in your eye on that bird. Every achievement is a bird in the wing.

Truman’s decision to drastically reduce military spending before the outbreak of the Korean War even as the Soviet threat was growing left Acheson, already deeply worried about the dire consequences of any misjudgment of the Soviet Union, so apprehensive and despondent that he feared the opportunity for redressing the shift in the military balance of power already in its favor would soon be irrevocably lost. He quoted Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador to the United States, as saying:

I believe that this has given us a period within which to work out our problems. The period began with the end of the Second World War and may last as long as the working lifetime of my generation. It will not be longer; it may well be shorter. Within the period no one year or the decisions made in it are likely to be in the strict sense crucial, neither this year, nor next year, nor the year after. Within the period there is always still time. But the whole period, whatever its duration may turn out to be, is crucial; what we do or fail to do in it will be decisive. After it there will be no second chance.

The outbreak of the Korean War undermined the original assumption that the Soviet threat would peak in 1952. Acheson lamented that “Time is shorter than we thought.” Thus defense spending must be increased substantially and soon enough not just to restore the military balance of power with, but to gain military superiority over the Soviet Union. Given his view of the dire consequences of misjudgment, he would not take any chances on U.S. national security.
Controversy over Defense Budget

Acheson and Truman had profound differences over the level of defense spending. NSC68 envisioned an annual defense budget of $50 billion for several years in a row but did not incorporate the figure in the document because as Acheson explained, “this order of magnitude of the effort required,” once made explicit, would jeopardize “concernences” with it. 57 In May 1950, Truman told his Budget Director Frederick J. Lawton to “raise any questions that we had on this program.” Moreover, he asserted that the level of rearmament was “definitely not as large in scope as some of the people seem to think.”58 Truman was committed to slashing defense spending before the outbreak of the Korean War. As a result, defense spending dropped to $14.2 billion for 1950, and a ceiling of $13 billion was imposed for fiscal 1951 when the JCS requested $20 billion.

When pushing for a dramatic increase in defense spending, Acheson faced several insurmountable obstacles in addition to a Truman “enamored” of a balanced budget: a meek military establishment beholden to his fiscal policy, the Bureau of Budget (BOB), and Congress as determined as he was to hold down military expenditures in order to reduce budgetary deficits.59 BOB was vehemently opposed to an increase in military spending to the level as envisioned by the NSC-68, given its dire budgetary ramifications, the need to increase taxes and economic control.60 He scornfully characterized its staff as “a host of zealous, able, and, uninformed young men” and its budgetary rules as “tyranny tempered by assassination.” Worse than the BOB was the House Committee on Appropriations whose tyranny was, according to him, “entirely untempered.”61 Further curtailing Acheson’s influence was Truman’s tight control over the budgetary process that literally excluded him.

After the outbreak of the war, Truman requested a supplemental budget of $12 billion in July, bringing the total defense budget for fiscal 1951 to $25 billion. Indeed, before the Inchon landing, war strategy and industrial mobilization program were “often unrelated and uncoordinated.” The successful amphibious landing in Inchon eroded the momentum for full mobilization, as he ruled out Chinese military intervention and expected the conclusion of the war soon.62 Consequently his support for NSC 68 waned, and he ordered the review of the programs and budgetary estimates as contained in NSC68/1.63
In early October, as a large part of the supplementary defense budget was already absorbed by the war and Truman still had not mobilized enough funding for aid to Europe and U.S. military buildup, Acheson’s apprehension was aggravated by the waning support of both public and Congress for increasing defense spending. He then learned from Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Lovett that military procurement was lagging although the latter assured him that “energetic steps must be and are being taken to activate it.”

Skirmishes with the Chinese troops in late October dampened Truman’s optimism. After MacArthur was authorized to proceed with his offensive, he convened a National Security Council (NSC) meeting to discuss “things” he was “worried” about but discussions of “any figures or details” of defense spending were off limits.

Ignoring Truman’s injunction, Acheson seized the opportunity to confront him over defense budget for the 1951 fiscal year. Much to his chagrin, Acheson learned that levels of forces for the army would be reduced from 18 to 16 divisions and carriers from 17 to 15 by 1952. The air force would gain only 6 wings to reach 84 wings. By July 1952, the Army, Navy, and Air Force would respectively have 93, 91 and 70 percent of personnel planned for 1954. The force levels were projected on the assumption of the termination of the war by July 1951. Consequently “…therefore few forces will be needed after that date.” Bradley insisted that the program of 1951 and 1952 as proposed did provide for a “solid basis” for expansion in the future. Acheson lashed out at the inadequate level of forces, charging that he “frankly did not see how we could carry out our obligation with these forces,” and refuted the assumption that the Korean War would end soon and that “nothing similar will take its place,” possibly in Western Europe. Moreover, he anticipated that the Soviet Union would “probably continue” a war of attrition for which the planned levels of forces were inadequate. He emphatically pointed out that “our responsibilities are so great that we must be prepared to do several things at the same time.” He stressed that the proposed programs would delay the buildup of armed forces from 1954 to 1956. Yet the “greatest danger,” he intoned, would be in 1952. He even envisioned the possibility of atomic attack by the Soviet Union, which would result in the loss of production capability. Truman interrupted and predicted difficulty in persuading Congress to provide necessary funding if Acheson was “confused” over the proposals under discussion. Insisting that the budget would be decided by the Department
of Defense, the Bureau of Budget, and himself, he ended the meeting but promised to further discuss the issue later because the matter concerned “our survival and destruction,” as Acheson warned. Their profound differences over defense budget persisted until the humiliating military setback forced Truman to accept the need to accelerate military buildup.

Assessment of Chinese Threat

Acheson played a dominant role in expanding the war aim from the restoration of the status quo to the unification of the peninsula. Truman’s military advisors were cautious about crossing the parallel for fear of the Soviet exploitation of the entrapment of the U.S. forces in Korea to launch aggression in West Europe or a global war with the U.S.—and a war with China. The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed to the danger of involving the U.S. “in the wrong war, at the wrong place, at the wrong time, and with the wrong enemy.” Such a concern about a war with China also underpinned the opposition of leading Soviet specialists George Kennan and Charles Bohlen and the Policy Planning Staff Director Paul Nitze. They advised to limit military operations south of the parallel and warned in a State Department position paper that “the danger of conflict with Chinese communists or Soviet forces would be greatly increased.” Such conflicts, in their view, outweighed political advantages. Yet Acheson took “a hawkish stance” on the issue and insisted on the expansion of the war aim in spite of the anticipated risk of military conflicts with China.

His dismissal of the Chinese warning of military intervention as “sheer madness” on the ground of the Chinese “Titoism” and resentment against the Soviet attempt to dominate its northern border was not an error in judgment about the Chinese intention but an attempt to foil any changes of the military plan. He himself had dismissed Titoism as a potent shaping force of China’s relations with the Soviet Union until certain “circumstances” helped China realize the incompatibility between it and Soviet interests and concluded that it would remain a Soviet “stooge” until then. Consequently, he had told British Foreign Minister Bevin that “There can be little doubt but that Communism, with Chi[na] as one spearhead, has now embarked upon an assault against Asia with immediate objectives in Korea, Indo-China, Burma, the Philippines and Malaysia with medium-range objectives in Hong Kong, Indonesia, Siam, India and Japan.” Upon receiving assurance from Soviet Ambassador Andrei Gromyko that the Soviet
Union would not involve itself in the war, Acheson stated at the 59th NSC meeting held on June 30, 1950 that “…it was State’s view that while the Chinese might intervene, the Russians would not.” So when Ambassador of Norway Wilhelm Munte de Morgenstierne warned him that the Russians might send Manchurian and Chinese troops into Korea, Acheson agreed and said that “we might have to face such a situation.”

In addition, several events belie Acheson’s seeming nonchalance toward China’s military intervention. After the landing in Inchon succeeded, the State Department felt that “The situation in Korea had become critical for the aggressors and the possibility of Chinese Communist intervention more immediate,” and, therefore, he instructed Ambassador Loy Henderson to approach the Indian government to persuade China not to intervene. The U.S. wanted India to convey three messages to China: (1) It was important that Chinese communists would not intervene; (2) The United Nations might restore peace quickly; and (3) the United Nations would regard the Chinese military intervention with “grave concern.”

William Sebald, the highest ranking State Department official serving as political advisor to MacArthur, received an “urgent telegram” in the evening of October 4, the day after Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai issued his threat of military intervention. It relayed the conversation between Indian Ambassador K. M. Pannikar and Chou Enlai. Sebald interpreted the message as a warning about Chinese military intervention in response to the crossing of the parallel by the UN forces. He also noted that the message was “originated in the State Department” but was sent not through him as it normally would but through army channels to Tokyo. The message was “disseminated in the General Headquarters.”

Lastly his reference of the dire consequences of misjudgment—death—in his Freedom House speech, delivered two days before China issued the warning, alerting his audience to the “great peril” and “deadly dangers” ahead, suggests he took Chinese military intervention seriously. As a prudent, risk-averse man, Acheson would not subject the U.S. to any security risks; yet he pushed for the expansion of the war in spite of the enhanced prospect of military conflicts with China.

**Encouraging MacArthur’s Wayward Tendency**

Acheson was aware of MacArthur’s wayward tendency because after the amphibious landing in Inchon succeeded, he confided in Averell Harriman that “There is no stopping MacArthur now.” Yet he
encouraged MacArthur to interpret the goal of his military operations north of the parallel through his input into the NSC81 and the UN resolution of October 7 that he drafted. Military and civilian directives for MacArthur were based on the two documents respectively. The JCS raised objection to the last paragraph of the NSC 81 that reads that “…U.N. forces be retained in Korea until and only until a unified and independent state has been firmly established and should be prepared to make available United States forces as a contingent of the U.S. forces for the purpose of deterring renewed aggression or internal strafe…” The JCS insisted upon limiting the role of the U.S. forces to the occupation of major cities in the south and their expeditious withdrawal as soon as practicable. The paragraph was retained in the finalized draft of NSC81/1, however.

Acheson’s assistant Lucius Battle, who was “on the receiving end” of General MacArthur’s telegrams during the Pacific War and regarded him as a “head strong, highly egoistic man,” viewed the military directive as a “very dangerous document” that would allow MacArthur to decide “where he wants to go and how far he wants to go.” Acheson not only rejected his advice to give MacArthur a “very precise order” but also became furious, warning him not to question the order of the JCS. For that reason, they had “a vigorous discussion.”

Totally ignoring Battle’s arguments and advice, Acheson did not alert Truman about the potential of MacArthur’s elastic interpretation of the directive during their meeting on September 29. Moreover, he told Truman that only South Korean troops would conduct military operations above the line that ran from Chongju through Yongwon to Hungnam. As he said, “what the Korean troops could accomplish they could accomplish, and what they couldn’t accomplish wouldn’t be accomplished.” Acheson assured him that “this was the right thing to do.”

Clearly MacArthur’s civilian directive influenced his interpretation of his mission. The resolution, according to Bradley, made explicit the goal of the UN that had remained dormant until then: the creation of “a unified, independent, and democratic Government of the sovereign State of Korea.” Moreover, it authorized MacArthur to take “all appropriate steps…to ensure conditions of stability throughout Korea and to take “all constituent acts…, including the holding of elections, under the auspices of the United Nations…” This language gave “wide latitude to MacArthur—far more so than did NSC81,” asserted Bradley, who also
viewed the expansion of the war aim to include the destruction of the North Korean Army and the unification of the entire peninsula as “an extremely dangerous step” in light of the looming Soviet or Chinese military intervention. Having lamented about “diplomatic inertia” that failed to “transmute our victory at Inchon into a political peace,” MacArthur asserted that the resolution presented him with “problems of the gravest import” and the specter of Chinese intervention, which would mean “a totally new war” that he had to fight without adequate troops. Acting on the basis of the resolution, MacArthur then called upon North Korea to surrender and launched his comprehensive offensive.

Acheson blamed MacArthur for “stripping from the resolution of October 7 its husk of ambivalence and giving it an interpretation that the enacting majority in the General Assembly would not have accepted” since “Nowhere did the resolution declare the Eighth Army would impose a unified and democratic government on all Korea.” He conceded, however, that he must “bear a measure of responsibility” because he drafted the resolution that increased the “hazards” and partially acquitted himself by admitting that the resolution was drafted in ways to avoid “too much discussion” about the crossing of the parallel and consequently “not thought through.”

The language of the resolution about the war aim was succinct and unambiguous. After all, both MacArthur and Bradley interpreted the resolution in the same way. Furthermore, Acheson was fully aware that the resolution would be “misinterpreted” even by the U.S. mission to the UN; therefore, he clarified the matter for it by explaining that seeking the unification of Korea by force was not the U.S. objective. That was “explicitly stated to us by instructions from the State Department,” said Deputy UN Ambassador Ernest Gross. Why was not MacArthur informed of the esoteric difference between the semantic meaning of the resolution and the meaning that Acheson imparted on it until three days before MacArthur launched the fatal military offensive?

Acheson was mindful that MacArthur would give the UN resolution a literal interpretation and plan his military operations accordingly. This is evidenced by his apprehension expressed at a State Department meeting on November 21 that the civil affair directive based on the resolution might mislead him. He said, “…the civil affairs directive does confuse…” and admitted that it “may have affected General MacArthur’s interpretation of the military directive” especially about the occupation of North Korea as the goal of his mission. He would, therefore, clear up
“the misunderstanding” with the JCS, a belated move that did not change MacArthur’s view of his mission, which, as he reiterated later, was "to clear out all North Korea, to unify it, and to liberalize it.”

**Blocking efforts to head off conflicts**

Acheson viewed the period between October 26 and November 17 as the crucial days during which decisions made influenced the subsequent development of the war. He left out the most crucial meeting on November 21, which several historians and Bradley view as the last opportunity to avert conflicts with China. During the interim, he blocked efforts to halt the advance of the UN forces to the border, sabotaged the French and the British plans to foil the clash with the Chinese forces, and egged MacArthur to launch the fatal offensive in spite of the JCS assessment of the Chinese intervention and goals, an assessment that Acheson solicited.

According to the JCS, the Chinese included three objectives: (1) Protecting the Yalu River and the power complex and possibly establishing a cordon sanitaire; (2) continuing undeclared war with the view of draining the U.S. military and economic resources and diverting the U.S. military forces away from strategically important areas while the Soviet Union completed its preparation for global conquest and for delivering a surprise blow; and (3) driving the UN forces from Korea. In the event that the Chinese pursued the second objective, the JCS sketched for him serious security ramifications for the U.S.: a heavy drain on the U.S. economic and military resources; the transfer of troops in the U.S. to a “strategically unimportant area,” leaving the U.S. unable to cope with a surprise Soviet attack elsewhere; and sapping U.S. strength, which would then jeopardize U.S. national security. They concluded that the U.S. might “win a skirmish in Korea but lose the war against the Soviet Union” should a global war materialize. Should the third be the Chinese objective and China receive the Soviet assistance to accomplish the goal, they believed that the global war would be imminent and that the UN forces should be withdrawn “as expeditiously as possible.” In fact, “all the agencies” had by then developed a consensual view that the risk of war with the Soviet Union had increased dramatically. Bradley noted that the lack of military capability to defend Western Europe, much less to fight a global war against the Soviet Union, dictated that the U.S. should avoid such a war. So the JCS were in favor of “getting out” as soon as possible because, as he wrote later, “Moscow
was the real enemy. Korea was a diversion; a war with China would be the ultimate diversion.”

Moreover, given the strength and organized manner of the Chinese forces, they could only be defeated, the JCS noted, by “a determined military operation.” But doing so would also mean the deployment of forces that could otherwise be deployed in strategically more important areas. They proposed not to change the order to MacArthur and rather keep it under constant review and urged that “every effort should be expended as a matter of urgency to settle the problem of Chinese Communist intervention in Korea by political means.” In addition, the U.S. should make preparations on the basis of an increased likelihood for global war.

Before reading the JCS’s analysis, Acheson had contemplated the entrapment of U.S. forces in a strategically unimportant Korea as one of China’s primary objectives. Believing that the Chinese intervention was “substantial” and would only increase, he concurred with the JCS’s assessment and concluded that China wanted to “keep us involved.”

In spite of the danger of the entrapment of the U.S. forces, Acheson blocked efforts to halt the advance of the U.S. forces. Years later he denied ever rejecting Marshall’s and Bradley’s invitation to meet with and advise Truman to order MacArthur to halt the advance. But when Assistant for Foreign Military Affairs and Military Assistance James Burns warned Marshall that “…we are running a serious risk of becoming involved in the world war we are trying to avoid,” he proposed to dispatch a joint Defense-State delegation to meet with MacArthur in Tokyo. Marshall suggested he discussed the issue with Acheson, and again he flatly rejected the proposal.

Moreover, he sabotaged the French and the British plans to foil Chinese intervention. France planned to sponsor a resolution that would “affirm” that “it is the policy of the UN to hold the Chinese frontier with Korea inviolate and to fully protect Chinese legitimate interests in the frontier zone.” Acheson proposed to co-sponsor the resolution, but added to it a paragraph that “affirms that if the Chi(nese) withdraw and refrain from intervention against UN forces, the Chi(nese) frontier with Kor(ea) will be held inviolate by UN forces and Chi’s legitimate interests in the frontier will be fully protected by the UN.” Acheson explained to Marshall the paragraph was intended to assure China of the peaceful intention of the U.S. France refused to cosponsor the resolution because that paragraph sounded “like something of a threat.” Acheson denied that
was his intention and hoped that “legislative history” would clarify doubt regarding the real intention behind the paragraph.94

When learning about the British proposal to establish a demilitarized zone, he intimidated Great Britain into abandoning it. He warned Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin that such a proposal would be “most harmful” because it would be “most confusing” to MacArthur and his forces and would pose military danger. He justified his move on the ground that “until results of the forthcoming offensive are known, it is impossible to ascertain what course can be and should safely be adopted.”95 Upon learning that Great Britain had informally sounded China out on the proposal, Acheson bluntly warned that “…it is an understatement to say that the reaction to it in this country at the moment that our troops are making a great effort would be most violent.”96 Any agreements with China, Acheson insisted, must be “useful instead of harmful to General MacArthur.”97 The language he used to maximize the credibility of the threat to a loyal ally is harsh to a fault by any standards!

Ambassador-at-large Philip Jessup favored the British proposal and made several cogent points to support it. He did not believe that it was worthwhile risking a general war with the Soviet Union because the UN mission’s objective was largely achieved with the elimination of North Korea “as a defined territory north of the 38th parallel under an organized government” and with the control of 90 percent of the Korean population. Moreover, China and the Soviet Union were maneuvering to present the U.S. as bent on aggression and to bog down the U.S. forces in an “indecisive and prolonged warfare” while leaving the Soviet Union uncommitted.98 Acheson did not waver in his determination to strong-arm Britain to drop the proposal.

Pushing for Clash

The harsh warning to Great Britain was delivered right after he read the State Department’s report entitled “Estimate of the Most Probable Course of Soviet-Chinese Action with Regard to Korea.” The report pointed to the coincidence of Chinese military activity in Korea, the “acceleration and intensification” of Soviet military and political preparations for war with the U.S., and the “advanced state of readiness” of the Soviet armed forces for it. The report drew the alarming conclusion that “offensive operations could be initiated on all appropriate fronts in Europe and Asia without additional warning.” It regarded continuing “holding operations” in Korea until China completed its
overall preparation and pressuring the U.S. to withdraw its troops through intimidation and diplomatic maneuvers as the “most likely courses” of Chinese and Soviet actions. But failure to push the U.S. to withdraw would prompt China to intervene to “the point of large scale military operations” with the encouragement of the Soviet Union believed to be ready to run “grave risks of general war.” The speech he delivered on the same day to the World Organization for Brotherhood of the National Conference of Christians and Jews reflected his extreme alarm because he warned that “our survival as a civilization” was at stake.

In addition to his apprehension about the grave risk and consequences of MacArthur’s offensive, he was not sanguine about the prospect of its success. According to him, defeating or inflicting heavy casualties on the Chinese forces would allow “the situation” to “ease” or “reduce the chance of general war.” Yet he also observed that “However, the Chinese communist forces cannot be destroyed in Korea.” So “…in our judgment the maintenance of stability and peace required that we be in the Far East longer with more forces than we had expected.” The deployment of the U.S. troops in Korea, he further clarified, would not be “forever” but would be “probably for a rather long time.” So “We cannot base our military plan on a Christmas withdrawal as we are under far too much pressure.”

At the last NSC meeting before the military offensive was launched, he enquired about a more defensible line and dismissed the likelihood of either the expulsion of the UN forces from Korea or defeat of the Chinese forces in Korea. When Marshall suggested the establishment of a demilitarized zone after MacArthur succeeded in his mission, Acheson poured cold water on him, predicting “partial success without either complete success or failure.” He then repeated verbatim his pessimistic view expressed at a State Department meeting about the longer-than-expected deployment of troops in Korea. Yet he urged to instruct MacArthur to focus his offensive on the communist forces and not on the occupation of territory, as he said that “…we are not interested in “real estate but in an army.” Marshall then uttered his “satisfaction” with Acheson’s “belief” that MacArthur should proceed with his plan to march north. The last opportunity to head off the clash was lost!
Responding to the Fiasco

Acheson’s wife observed that she had never seen him “so depressed, so fearful for the world” when he was informed of MacArthur’s setback. Immediately, Acheson began pushing for the withdrawal of forces from Korea. The speedy manner with which he reached the decision together with his “eyes only” telegram to Ambassador Warren Austin on November 13 clearly proves that the military debacle and his response to it were premeditated. He urged Austin not to “overplay the new factor of Chinese intervention” and advised that “We must be careful that our political posture not runs substantially ahead of situation on the ground in such a way as to commit us to heavy involvements in Asia.” Indeed, he stressed that the U.S. should “try to avoid” such involvement. Such a cautious approach, as Acheson explained, was due to a substantial increase in the risk of general war in recent weeks. He then noted that “our political and military decisions must be related to fundamental and overriding considerations of a worldwide sort and not merely to the precise issues of this specific case.” More interesting was his following comment: “Maximum firmness and energetic action are required but the main effort must be directed toward the principal challenge and not to diversive [diversionary?] secondary threats.”

Lending further support to the view that Acheson had premeditated the military setback and responses to it is his immediate accommodation to the loss and his consistent push for the withdrawal of troops from Korea. Both Truman and the JCS responded to the setback as prospect theory predicts: Loss that comes after a streak of gains induces risk-taking behavior aimed to regain it, due to endowment effect. They decided to fight on in spite of grave risks while Acheson wasted no time to push for the withdrawal of troops!

Upon receiving the message from MacArthur, Truman met with Acheson right away. Acheson proposed to stop fighting in Korea, reach a cease-fire agreement, and evacuate forces, especially the X Corps, from the northeastern Korea. “So far as he was concerned,” Acheson said that “no political gains could be obtained from making a stand in that area” and that “The only problem,” was “simply to do what you could to get them out.” In Congress, too, Acheson intoned, “From the point of view of military strategy, the free nations would not want to undertake to fight this thing out in the Pacific…This is not the theatre in which you want to operate.” But Truman was determined to fight on and closed his mind to persuasion. During the cabinet meeting held four hours after receiving
the debilitating message from MacArthur, Truman, appearing as if “he would sob,” declared that “This is the worst situation we have had yet… we’ll meet it.”

At the NSC meeting held in the afternoon on the same day, Acheson tried again to change Truman’s mind, arguing that “When it is realized that the Soviets are behind this, the seriousness of the situation can be seen” and insisting that “we should not think in terms of Korea alone, but in world-wide terms, principally in Europe.” Much to his surprise, the JCS jettisoned all prior concerns about the entrapment of the U.S. forces in Korea and the “Offtackle” contingency plan that required their speedy withdrawal from Korea; not even the looming outbreak of a global war with the Soviet Union could alter their decision to fight on in Korea. An order was issued to all theater commanders to “take such action as is feasible to increase readiness without causing atmosphere of alarm” on the ground that the U.S. was facing “one of the greatest dangers in its history.” Bradley argued that failure to respond to Chinese attacks would discredit the U.S. claim that attacks on a platoon of United States troops would mean war. He asked, “Would anyone believe it now…?”

In an unusual move, Truman switched his support from Acheson to the JCS.

Sensing that Truman was “not prepared, at this point at least, to negotiate with anyone, or to ask for a cease fire,” Acheson proposed to postpone a decision until the meeting with Prime Minister Clement Attlee, hoping that he could help Truman develop a sense of the “general temper” of the allies and persuade him to accept a cease fire and to abandon retaliation against China in the event that the withdrawal of forces became militarily necessary. He also incorporated in the key issues that Truman would discuss with Attlee the following language: “The absence of available forces and the acknowledgement that the major threat posed to the free world comes from the Soviet Union would not permit an effort to impose a military defeat upon Peiping on the mainland of China.” The language was deleted when the JCS raised objection to it. The JCS agreed to the withdrawal of troops only as a result of military necessity and insisted on retaining the option to undertake military and subversive measures to “harass” China should the UN troops be forced out. A compromise was reached when Acheson accepted Dean Rusk’s proposal to put up a dogged fight, make China pay a dear price and then withdraw forces if that became militarily necessary. Chief of Staff of the Army Lawton Collin’s more optimistic report based
on his visit to the front that the UN troops were “not in a critical condition today” and that once the X Corps and the 8th Army met in Pusan, they could hold the Pusan bridgehead “indefinitely”\textsuperscript{115} furnished additional support for the compromise solution and ruled out the need to evacuate from Korea prematurely.

**Acheson’s Sinister Design**

Pessimistic about the prospect of victory of MacArthur’s offensive and fully mindful of the grave consequences of its failure for U.S. national security, Acheson’s push for a military conflict with China was clearly purposive: running the risk served a certain goal. At the State Department meeting held only several hours before Acheson met with the JCS in the afternoon for the last time before the offensive was launched, he derisively dismissed Sir Oliver Franks’ warning that both Russia and China viewed Korea as the main highway for the invasion of Manchuria and that even Great Britain shared that view. He also stated that the U.S. “sensitivity” to their concerns “had some bearing on the immediate situation but more on the long-range situation.” Whatever the outcome of MacArthur's “probe,” he emphasized the “need to get more men under arms faster than had been anticipated.”\textsuperscript{116}

Indeed, on several occasions before and after the offensive, he reiterated the need and urgency of military buildup. For instance, his rejection of the British proposal of establishing a buffer zone was justified on the following ground:

> By taking present military requirement as a starting point, we may be able to stabilize the political situation by proposals which originate from a **position of strength** and which will help to end the fighting and achieve the results of the UN on a more permanent basis.\textsuperscript{117}

A “position of strength” was a code name for rapid rearmament in compliance with the NSC68.

Having warned against the survival of civilization in his speech for the World Organization for Brotherhood of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, he advised to “put your faith in God and keep your powder dry,” and coupled his advice with an admonition that the “shield of faith” without “dry powder and the will to pass it”\textsuperscript{118} would not be enough to ensure national survival—again a call for increasing defense spending.

Right after the military setback, Acheson also exploited it to mobilize popular and Congressional support for a rapid military buildup
with several speeches. Before delivering them, Acheson gave Truman their gist and promised not “give any forecast of NSC 68.” In spite of his busy schedules including appearances in Congress and the NSC meetings, the speech delivered to the National Council of Churches was 31-pages long and drafted in two days after the debacle! It sketched an excessively alarming national security danger this event posed for the U.S. He stressed that the acts of aggression must be viewed “as part of a world picture” and part of the “world-wide operations of the international Communist movement.” Its boldness, willingness to use overt aggression, and acceptance of “deliberate risk of war” made it “increasingly urgent for all American citizens to face squarely the danger that confronts us.” Those who controlled the Soviet Union and the international Communist movement,” said Acheson, laid bare a “fundamental design”: “It is to hold and solidify their power over the people and territories within their reach, however ruthless the means required.” The danger of this “fundamental design” to the rest of the world was that it required the “complete subversion or forcible destruction of the countries now free of their control.” This intention on the part of the Soviet rulers when combined with military power at their command then “creates very grave danger to the survival of free nations and free institutions,” which “must not be underestimated.” All governments must face, “with a sense of urgency,” the capabilities for conquest and destruction in the hands of the rulers of the Soviet Union, he warned. Without literally breaching his promise not “forecast NSC 68,” he nevertheless pushed hard in the speeches for rapid military buildup as part of “the strategy of freedom,” warning that “the period of greatest danger is directly before us.” He emphasized, “Our defense must not only be strong enough, it must come soon enough.” In Congress, he warned, “We have got to face the possibility now that anything can happen everywhere at any time. We have got to be prepared to meet that resolutely and as powerfully as we can.” He beseeched the Congress to “…act as though war might occur at any time.” Moreover, should the Soviet Union initiate aggression, it would attack Western Europe, in which event “There is nothing to meet it at all.” During a meeting between Congressional leaders and Truman, Acheson presented the outbreak of the Korean War as an evidence of “all-out attack upon the power position of the United States” and of the Soviet decision to run the risk of a general war with the U.S. The only option available to the U.S. was “the greatest possible buildup of our military strength and the military strength of our allies,” because
he warned that “Nothing else could stop the drive of the Soviet Union for world domination.”

During an enlarged NSC meeting that Truman convened to mull over the fiasco as it continued to unfold, Acheson reminded the participants of the enhanced danger of a general war, warning that “the events of the last few hours had moved us very much closer to a general war.” He urged Truman to “…press faster to build our strength”—“outside of Korea,” on the ground that “The present situation has clearly cut down the time that we previously thought we had available for such a build-up.” Pressing his point further, he used the fiasco to highlight the original schedule for military buildup until 1952 as a grave mistake. As he explained, “We used to think we could take time up to 1952, but if we were right in that, the Russians wouldn’t be taking such terrible risks as they are now. What they are doing now means that we do not have as much time as we thought.” Finally “the most important consensus” for full and rapid rearmament was developed at the meeting with Truman’s support.

Conclusion

To sum up, Acheson was shaped by an operational code that viewed world affairs as essentially unpredictable and stressed the dire consequences of misjudgment were prudent and risk averse, especially when dealing with national security matters. Yet he embraced the risk of a military clash with China even though he foresaw an outcome that ruled out a victory and, worse still, could be disastrous should the Soviet Union exploit it to initiate aggression in Western Europe and consequently a global war—a specter that loomed ever larger on the eve of the fatal clash. Moreover, he viewed Chinese military intervention as “secondary” as compared to Soviet aggression elsewhere and “diversionary” with the aim to bog down the U.S. troops in Korea. Fully aware of the strategic trap that China and the Soviet Union set up for the U.S. troops and the danger of their entrapment, he nevertheless blocked all the efforts to foil the conflict and egged MacArthur on to launch his offensive.

Truman’s tight control over the defense budgetary process and its increase rendered him deeply worried about inadequate defense spending and level of troops to cope with the looming Soviet aggression. With little influence over Truman’s decision concerning defense budget, he therefore plotted and pushed for a brush with the disaster to be followed
by a rapid withdrawal of the U.S. forces from Korea. The disaster would galvanize Truman to accelerate rearmament to restore the “position of strength” vis-à-vis the Soviet Union in accordance with NSC68, and the troops withdrawn from Korea could be deployed to strategically vital areas to meet the Soviet aggression. Little did he expect that his influence over Truman waned after the disaster occurred and that the military debacle prompted him to accept rapid rearmament—but also to fight on in Korea.

Suspicion of Acheson’s “sinister purpose” in Congress surfaced—after it was accomplished. Republican Senator Taft, for instance, wondered why most of the military buildup was for Europe and not for Korea, and emphatically pointed out that the American people “simply could not understand” what the administration had in mind.\textsuperscript{124} Senator Long suspected that Acheson engineered the clash in order to mobilize Congressional support for increasing defense spending. During the MacArthur hearing held in 1951, he made an interesting observation:

There was a point made to me some time back that, much as we Americans might hate to admit, we never are really stirred to make the sort of effort that we must make to defend ourselves until someone actually deals us a harmful and damaging blow, such as occurred to us at Pearl Harbor or the sort of slap in the face that occurred prior to World War I when Germany was sinking our ship with her submarines.

He then asked Acheson, “If the Chinese had not intervened, there would have been some difficulty in getting the American people to make the tremendous efforts they have been making as a Nation now; would it not?” Acheson responded, “Well, I don’t know about that…I think it brought home to people very strongly the extent of the danger to which the whole world was subjected…” Long concluded, “The probability is that because of this Chinese intervention Congress has been much more willing to provide the funds and put on the taxes that are necessary to carry on a defense effort.” Without rejecting it, Acheson offered an evasive answer: “You are in a much better position than I am to know the answer to that.” Long tersely responded, “My judgment is that Congress is.”\textsuperscript{125}

In public, Acheson heaped blame on MacArthur for the military debacle; in private, he offered MacArthur “felicitations” on his birthday in January 1951 and wrote that “We are all sincerely appreciative of your
cooperation and outstanding efforts in defending the cause of freedom,” an unnecessary gesture in the midst of a military fiasco and in light of the acrimonious relationship between the two, with Acheson suspecting MacArthur’s role in obtaining the Senate’s approval of his appointment as Under Secretary in 1945 and MacArthur resenting Acheson’s plan to replace him as the occupation commander. The “greatest disaster” that MacArthur inflicted on the Truman administration helped defend “the cause of freedom” by galvanizing Truman to accelerate military rearmament that put the U.S. in an advantageous position to cope with potential Soviet aggression.

Historiography that attributes the U.S.-Chinese clash to Acheson’s default rather than design is based on a “rational” assumption: should Acheson foresee the disaster in the making, he would have wanted to head it off as all “rational” decision makers facing the same situation would. Although Acheson did anticipate a disaster, he accepted it as the price to be paid for a higher national purpose, whether sinister or not: regaining “the position of strength” to cope with security challenges posed by the Soviet Union and ensuring the security of not just the U.S. but also the West. Although he erred in the belief that the Soviet Union was on the verge of launching a global war, his conviction of the dire consequences of misjudgment as a result of the unpredictability of world affairs precipitated him to overreact to rather than run the risk of the growing Soviet threat.
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